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Activist and Artisanal Film Production: Catherine Gund  

Contemporary independent film production companies geared toward 

feminist and minority representations such as Morgan’s Mark and Duly Noted 

rely upon similar discourses to those developed by grass roots media activist 

organizations decades earlier.  Unlike the festival films Morgan Stiff produced 1

with a larger audience in mind and the material Brown more broadly created for 

and distributed through premium cable, activist and artisanal productions of the 

1980s and early ‘90s were small-scale in budget and target audience and self-

distributed through local screenings, VHS recordings, and non-profit cable access 

television. Films with substantial black lesbian content emerged during the 1990s, 

produced by filmmakers who tended to count themselves as activists as well as 

experimental and documentary filmmakers. Surrounded by the AIDS epidemic 

ravaging the gay community and culture wars that saw conservatives denying 
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institutional racism, sexism, and homophobia—a rich media activist community, 

centered primarily in New York City, dedicated themselves to creating politically-

progressive work outside of the confines of Hollywood and mainstream media. 

Meanwhile, Ronald Reagan’s administration consciously ignored the disease or 

blamed its victims, failing to provide adequate health care or sex education. Many 

of the films that emerged out of these activist circles aimed for empowerment 

over entertainment, process over product, and collaboration over individual 

vision. 

The majority of films focusing on out black lesbians and their concerns 

from this period were born out of intimate artistic collaborations between female 

filmmakers with like-minded politics, many of whom were involved with the 

ACT UP gay rights movement. Yvonne Welbon credits Catherine Gund, who 

founded independent production company Aubin Pictures, with “singlehandedly 

bringing a number of black lesbians into filmmaking—Cyrille Phipps talked about 

her as a mentor, Jacqueline Woodson made two films while she was dating her, 

she inspired Jocelyn Taylor, and then Melanie Hope, of course, who she co-

parents with.” A prominent member of DIVA (Damned Interfering Video Activist 

Television) and Paper Tiger Television, two media activist groups associated with 

ACT UP, Gund began producing documentary-style films at AIDS demonstrations 

during the late 1980s. According to Gund, these films had numerous goals, 

including providing “counter-surveillance” to document police brutality against 
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protesters: “It was to say, ‘We have this on a camera.’ I think it was probably less 

brutal than it might have been if we weren’t there. Although in Chicago, they ran 

the horses right over people, they didn’t care that we were filming.” Films 

produced by DIVA and Paper Tiger also provided self-representations of gays and 

lesbians to combat some of the disfigured portrayals prevalent in the popular 

media: “We’d do this demonstration and then be on the cover of the Times, the 

5:00 news, but it was all from this mainstream perspective: ‘AIDS carriers 

demonstrating. They have nothing to lose because they’re all going to die 

anyway.’ They’d just show whatever sensationalist picture they wanted. So we 

went out and we showed the passion and compassion people had for each other.” 

Representing herself as a media activist first and a filmmaker second, Gund 

explains that deciding to produce film was a matter of her group of friends asking, 

“What are our tools? We can hold up a placard or we can make a movie (which is 

something some of us knew how to do).” Gund and her collaborators promoted a 

non-consumerist, communal approach to media-making that encouraged 

“amateur” contributions: “We’d say, ‘Whoever at the meeting wants to make a 

little piece can, whoever gets it in by next Friday, we’ll put it on the tape.’ 

Everyone would go and make a piece that was, like, sixty seconds, or three 

minutes, or maybe five minutes and then we’d stream them together. We’d make 

VHS copies and hand them out to people.” 
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During the early 1990s, Gund extended her project from documenting 

ACT UP protests to include producing experimental films and documentary-

inspired works that included poetic voice-overs, direct address interviews, and 

representations of minority experiences using non-narrative as well as narrative 

elements. One of the first films she made in this vein was Among Good Christian 

Peoples (1991) with her then-partner Woodson. According to Gund, the two had 

begun work on another film project, Tupelo Honey, about interracial relationships, 

but ended up becoming overwhelmed with the size of the project: “We shot about 

half the interviews for [Tupelo Honey], but we never ended up making it. It got 

too big and we didn’t know anything about what we were doing.” A writer who 

has since become well known for her children’s books, co-producer Woodson 

developed the concept for Among Good Christian Peoples (Catherine Saalfield, 

Woodson, 1991) from a prose piece called Growing Up Black and Gay Among 

Good Christian Peoples, written about her experiences being raised as a 

Jehovah’s Witness and coming into an understanding of her lesbian sexuality. The 

soundtrack for this intimate documentary based on Woodson’s life featured her in 

voiceover reading her piece, interspersed with music from Lavender Light: the 

Black and People of all Colors Lesbian and Gay Gospel Choir. “We had no idea 

how unique what we were doing was, recalls Gund of their joint project, “I don’t 

think we were saying, ‘Let’s be film-makers.’ It was sort of, ‘Let’s have lunch, 

let’s have sex, let’s make a movie.’ It was just the way we made something out of 
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our time and our relationships that made sense based on what was going on 

around us.”  

Gund began her relationship to filmmaking as part of a collective and 

describes her process throughout her career as intensely collaborative. She argues 

that distinctions between the producer’s and director’s roles are less relevant, if 

not missing the point, in the kind of works she’s crafted with others: “Producing 

and directing are so linked in my experience of making media. Among Good 

Christian People is not produced in the way that filmmakers now would work. 

Jackie wrote the thing. She was in it. I filmed the thing. I asked questions. I edited 

it. But we made it. It’s 100% a collaboration. The same with Bird in the Hand 

(1993) with Melanie Nelson: I don’t think there was any distinction [between 

creative roles].” Gund produced Bird in the Hand, one of the earliest black lesbian 

narrative films, in 1992 with Melanie Nelson (now Melanie Hope), Gund’s 

partner over the next decade and co-mother of their three children. This film 

remains one of Gund’s few fictional works and marked Nelson’s first foray into 

filmmaking. Gund describes the 1980s and early ‘90s as a time sorely lacking 

diversity in cinema: “There was She’s Got to Have It [Spike Lee, 1986] and then 

there was our stuff. There wasn’t much of black people, period, and there wasn’t 

much of queer people in film when we first started. I think we knew that these 

were some of the first representations of black lesbians on film, but they never felt 

like big films.” 
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Gund talks about how activism drilled a sense of the stakes of media 

making into her, while also clarifying her goals. She recognized that instead of 

simply ignoring the stories told and retold in the mainstream media, she could 

work to replace them but also participate in an exchange, rather than a one-way 

form of communication. Gund asks: “How do we make meaning and how do we 

make community? Film is like an antenna. What do you sense with? Like with 

bats—they send out their sound waves. I think for me film’s a way to see who’s, 

what’s out there. That’s how we find out. Let’s make this movie and see what it 

makes us say to each other and what it makes the rest of the world say to us.” In 

order to support artists working on similar projects, in 1996 Gund created Aubin 

Pictures, a production company focused on producing documentaries that 

“promote cultural and social awareness and change.” Gund founded the company 

as a non-profit organization focused on writing film grants and helping to see 

projects to completion: “We’re not making a profit. We provide fiscal sponsorship 

for other film projects, for small, independent filmmakers who need grants, or 

provide tax deductions for people who donate to their films. It’s not a big thing 

that we have going on here but I feel like we do everything really intentionally. 

Some of the films we’ve done have been on Sundance and PBS and Independent 

Labs. One was nominated for an Emmy.” Responsible for producing and 

facilitating dozens of films over the past two decades, Aubin Pictures remains 

dedicated to advocating for social justice through media making. 
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It makes sense that Gund—whose filmmaking developed within 

collectives and arose out of an ethics centered on representing and creating 

community—would continue to think generously and responsively. Gund 

broadened her antennae, so to speak, establishing a not-for-profit production hub 

and finding resources for other politically minded filmmakers. Gund’s expansive 

figuring of minority media production spreads past the scope of the individual 

film or vision. Production becomes as much about producing infrastructures—

about producing the possibilities for production.  

 

Producing ‘Committed Film’: Alex Juhasz 

 As a practice, media activism seeks to provide access to topics mainstream 

media neglects whether through exploring the specificities of lives popularly 

devalued, documenting social actions, or sharing fictional or experimental 

renderings of othered individuals or communities.  Rather than judging these 2

films purely on their “results” or utility in inspiring political outcomes, or on the 

extent of their reception outside of insular worlds, we might understand them as 

the byproducts of a process that is important in and of itself. Scholar Alex Juhasz, 

who produces politically committed queer and feminist media as well as academic 

work, stresses the belief that “the process of taking control of the signification of 

something IS the primary political project. It doesn’t matter if someone sees it. It’s 

about engaging together in projects of naming and coming into words and 
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representations of political ideas. That process ends up leading to a sense of 

power that then has other applications. To name what being a lesbian is or to 

name what being a black lesbian is, or a queer person is, isn’t a step toward the 

political project of the future, it IS the project.” Co-producer of black lesbian 

director Cheryl Dunye’s feature films The Watermelon Woman (1996) and The 

Owls (2010), Juhasz uses the terms “communities of care, communities of 

allegiance or politicized communities” to describe the social framework within 

which films like Gund’s and Dunye’s get produced. Juhasz explains that the work 

of minoritarian media producers consists of “tapping into, mobilizing those 

communities.” Emerging from the same cohort of New York artists battling AIDS 

and LGBT discrimination as Gund, Juhasz sees her theoretical scholarship and her 

work as an activist media maker as part of the same consistent project. She 

articulates her investment in the notion of praxis, or a commitment to realizing 

theories in the world through practice. Queer communities and communities of 

color often express themselves through praxis, Juhasz suggests: “A community 

who has a political investment in self-representation, they’re thinking out loud 

and in practice—new vocabularies of self-representation. Those are theoretical 

steps, efforts to think past, through, or reflectively about realism but at the same 

time really important on-the-ground needs for explication, self representation, self 

knowledge.”  
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Juhasz acknowledges that conceiving of a time before minority groups had 

much access to self-representation through media might seem “quaint” or “hard to 

imagine” for today’s YouTube generation. She points to the camcorder as a 

technology that seemed to offer, in the 1980s, “for the first time, the taste of the 

possibility that it would be cheap enough for whole sectors of society to have 

access to self-expression in a way that simply had not been possible before.” 

Arriving in New York City in 1986, Juhasz dedicated herself—through both 

moving-image media and scholarship—to fostering the expression of 

communities living with AIDS, especially those who may have been 

underrepresented within ACT UP and similar advocacy groups:  

As was true of all of the other AIDS video activists, I entered the 

community saying what I know how to do is make video. The on-

the-street video activism of ACT UP was the dominant model. The 

work that I was doing with underrepresented communities of color 

was in dialogue with militant media activism. The politics of much 

of our activism was written though with questions of class. Those 

most underrepresented continued to be poor people of color. A lot 

of what was made of the experiences of white gay men who were 

dying and suffering did not in anyway translate to poor 

communities of color, who were also wildly suffering. The kinds of 

risks that ACT UP could make were not the kinds of risks that poor 
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working class people could make around activism. In those cases, 

being arrested or outing yourself in a particular way might 

disenable community support where you lived. 

Working with the Brooklyn AIDS Task Force, Juhasz taught women 

within a video-support group to make their own AIDS-education media—a 

project known as “We Care” that she incorporated into her PhD work in Cinema 

Studies at NYU, finishing a dissertation entitled Re-Mediating AIDS: The Politics 

of Community Produced Video in 1992.  Juhasz also produced numerous 3

documentary films on women’s issues throughout the late 1980s and early 1990s, 

including films on women living with AIDS, prostitution and healthcare, teen 

sexuality, reproductive rights, and women in prison. 

  In 1991, Juhasz took her first academic position as a professor of English 

and Women’s Studies at Swarthmore College. It was in Philadelphia that she 

befriended and then fell in love with Dunye, who had just shown her early film 

work at the Whitney Biennial. Together, Dunye and Juhasz traveled to Berlin with 

Dunye’s short film Greetings from Africa (1996), meeting people who would later 

help them make Dunye’s first feature, The Watermelon Woman. Dunye’s idea for a 

fictional film that drew attention to the lack of out black lesbians in film history 

had already been “germinating at that point,” according to Juhasz: “Cheryl talked 

about the idea [of] the faking of the life of this person she couldn’t find in a film 

or academic scholarship—falsifying truth as a lesbian project and specifically as a 
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black lesbian project in a way that only Cheryl could articulate.” Like other works 

of new queer cinema, The Watermelon Woman wrangled with historiographical 

quandaries around reading non-normative sexualities back into a past that tended 

to obscure them. Highly self-aware, the concept of the film revolved around a 

filmmaker named Cheryl (played by Dunye) who attempts to piece together the 

details of a black lesbian actress’ life through an archival and documentary 

project. 

 Juhasz and Dunye drummed up financing for the film by organizing 

fundraisers, which Juhasz sees as one of her first producing acts. The low-budget 

indie was primarily funded by a 30,000 grant from the National Endowment for 

the Arts. One of the last filmmakers to receive NEA film funding for directors, 

Dunye was scapegoated by conservative organizations in their attempts to defund 

the NEA due to the film’s sexually explicit content. They also sold photographs 

from what would become The Fae Richards Archive inspired by Dunye’s ideas 

and shot by their friend Zoe Leonard for one hundred dollars each, cobbling 

together a starting budget. When Pitzer College offered Juhasz a professorship in 

California, the couple negotiated finishing the film in Philadelphia with moving: 

“Cheryl always tells this crystalized story that I had gotten a job at Pitzer and I 

said, what can I do so that you can come with me to California? She said: ‘we 

have to finish my film.’ I ended up producing the film out of love. I knew nothing 

about producing narrative features. I’m like, okay, we’ll do it D.I.Y.” Dunye and 
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Juhasz ended up attaching Barry Swimmar, producer of Paris is Burning (Jennie 

Livingston, 1990) to the project and he handled “the money, the logistics of hiring 

people,” while Juhasz acted as “the creative soul mate of Cheryl.” When it 

premiered in 1996, The Watermelon Woman represented the first black lesbian 

film with wide national distribution and received acclaim from critics and 

audiences alike. 

 Twenty-four years later, Juhasz produced another one of Dunye’s film, The 

Owls. A dark comedy and murder mystery, The Owls pays homage, in some ways, 

to the first film the two women worked on together, while reflexively referencing 

a history of lesbian representation. Juhasz describes the film’s “echoes” with The 

Watermelon Woman and with queer media history at large as intentional, 

suggesting that The Owls’ character Carol (played by Dunye herself) “is Cheryl 

[also played by Dunye], the character from Watermelon Woman, grown up.” 

Dunye and Juhasz also cast Guinevere Turner, Cheryl’s love interest in The 

Watermelon Woman, along with V.S. Brodie, who played alongside Turner in 

another famous new queer cinema title from the 1990s, Go Fish (Rose Troche, 

1994). Juhasz describes their casting decisions as intentionally nostalgic and self-

referential: “Those women [Turner and Brodie] are grown up and middle-aged. 

V.S. hasn’t acted in a movie, really, since Go Fish and comes back as Guin’s 

partner in this movie, twenty years later. Lisa Gornick, who is a British, lesbian 

filmmaker is also an actor in it. Those are all hat tips to people who are in the 
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industry and community.” Centering on a murder among a lesbian group of 

friends, The Owls offers up, as Juhasz puts it, 

a reconsideration of the darkest evidence of the representation of 

lesbians in the past. It references The Fox (Mark Rydell, 1967( The 

Killing of Sister George (Robert Aldrick, 1968), Muriel (Alain 

Resnais, 1963) … a number of films that are about lesbians dying, 

being killed off. It’s a very dark film on the level of narrative. On 

the level of black lesbian representation, the exuberant naming of 

voice [of The Watermelon Woman] is not the project of The Owls 

at all. The film suggests that doesn’t need to happen for Cheryl or 

for our generation. Something like Pariah [Dee Rees, 2011] is the 

project of the young. Maybe it just needs to happen again and 

again, she [the black lesbian] has to come to voice. The project of 

The Owls looks at the character’s life within an entirely lesbian 

social milieu and the fact of her blackness is equally significant to 

many other facts, including that she wants to be a mom, that her 

friends are alcoholics, that there is a murder. The Owls is very 

much a meta-film about new queer cinema. It charts the growth of 

Cheryl’s own voice, which stands in for the growth of the lesbian 

voice and the black lesbian voice specifically, after years of 

filmmaking. 
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 Though Dunye had established herself as a vital voice within LGBT 

filmmaking before directing The Owls, having won numerous awards for her 

contributions to lesbian cinema, Dunye and Juhasz found fundraising for The 

Owls challenging. In fact, The Owls had an even smaller budget than Dunye’s first 

feature. Reports Juhasz: “It’s hard to imagine given that I think we had only 

$30,000 [for The Watermelon Woman] but it was actually made with a larger and 

more traditional crew and structure [than The Owls]. We had an eighty-person 

crew, we paid people—it was a very traditional film shoot. We shot The Owls in 

six days, whereas The Watermelon Woman had a three-week shoot.” Working on a 

paltry budget of $15,000 for the Owls project necessitated reaching out to actors, 

crew, and other producers within the filmmaking community willing to volunteer 

time and labor to the project. In fact, in a completely meta fashion, the 

collaborative culture on the set of The Owls inspired yet another film, a 

documentary by Anna Maragret Albelo named Hooters (2010), about “the ways 

the collective worked and all the ways it didn’t,” explains Juhasz. “We did The 

Owls on $15,000 with this even edgier production process we thought was 

enabled by digital production’s possibilities. It was really much more 

collaborative than The Watermelon Woman, which used a more hierarchical, 

traditional film model. We asked, what would it look like if lesbians and queer 

people of color came together and made these temporary objects that are very 

smart, very interesting but that ultimately are more like contemporary D.I.Y. 
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culture. They’re made quickly with what you have. It was much more down and 

dirty, fly by night ….” 

 This “Do It Yourself” (D.I.Y.) style of producing media resembles, in 

some ways, the culture of activist filmmaking Juhasz began producing film 

within. Making sure representations of and by minorities make it to the screen 

becomes the responsibility of a community working against the cultural status quo 

and the economics of mainstream media production and distribution: “If you look 

at all of the black lesbian directors that no one has heard about—they will bring 

these things into being within their communities of support and they don’t get 

money from it, they don’t get famous from it. Most of them don’t have enough 

support to do it again. It takes a very strong person to continue to make movies 

from that place of alchemy as opposed to regular Hollywood people who have 

every lush convenience behind them. The stories we’re trying to tell are from the 

margins of this society that is racist, homophobic, and pushes people to the edge.” 

A director herself, Juhasz recognizes the need for directors to have a consistent 

interlocutor in the form of the producer: “that producer/director relationship is 

totally collaborative, it’s made out of absolute respect and the idea is you work 

from a conversation. So it’s not just about facilitating the director’s vision, or 

greasing the wheel, which is one of the things the producer does. It’s about 

making the film much more rich and invested with passion for what you’re 

doing.” As figures whose roles are multi-faceted and at once prescriptive and 
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supportive, creative and practical, producers channel the efforts and resources of 

creative communities of support. 

Understanding Connections (Gwanxi): Yvonne Welbon  

 Similarly to Alex Juhasz, as a filmmaker, producer, and scholar, Yvonne 

Welbon negotiates various roles within both the media and media studies 

communities.   While attending the School of the Art Institute in Chicago, a hub 4

for experimental filmmaking, she recalls recognizing that “all these talented 

people had no business sense at all and they needed producers. I wasn’t even 

going to make [my own] work, after a while, because they had so much talent 

going to waste.” Aware of how nebulous the concept of producing often seems 

from the outside (and sometimes from the inside as well), Welbon details the 

ways a creative producer contributes to the life cycle of a film project, from 

finding the material, to developing it, to creating a finished product: “She puts the 

team together to get it to the point where we can see it. She understands the 

project in terms of what is the best translation to film, because sometimes, if you 

find something, you can’t really take intellectual property and literally translate it 

to film. The other thing about creative producing is you’re really working with 

your talent. In my case, I’m really working with the director to do his or her best 

work.”  
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 Welbon credits her talent for garnering funding and other means of support 

and her ability to understand “how people perceive value” from experiences she 

had while living and working in Taiwan in the late 1980s: “I learned this way of 

understanding currency [from the Chinese], because currency isn’t always money. 

The Chinese have a word called gwanxi, which is all about understanding 

connections. Every relationship you make is so important. You stay in touch and 

develop your relationships. You also have to have the nerve to ask somebody for 

help. Most people won’t even think of asking.” In Taiwan, Welbon ran an English 

language print magazine called Bang [which translates into fantastic or 

wonderful] for five years, transforming the magazine into a videozine in 1989 

before returning to the states after an unfortunate motorcycle accident. 

 Welbon moved home, to Chicago, and began her graduate program at the 

School of the Art Institute. While there, she visited the Video Data Bank, a 

repository for video art housed within the school, which holds over 5,000 titles 

and comprises one of the largest collections of video in the United States. When 

she inquired about films by black women, she was initially told that there were 

not any black women filmmakers represented within the holdings: “I’m like, ‘For 

real?’ They’re like, ‘dear, you’re the first one to ask for this. You’re the first black 

woman who has come here that appears to study film.’ This was 1990. It turns out 

there are so many black female filmmakers and videos there. They didn’t know. 

That’s how I ended up being a film scholar. We’re led to believe that there is no 
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history; it doesn’t exist. Almost every project I’ve done has shown to me that the 

history is there when I asked questions. You’ve got to do work to find it.” Failures 

at preserving this history have as much to do with gender as race in Welbon’s 

eyes: “Women’s work is just not valued, period—this is what I learned from doing 

my work because, you know, black men have a long, illustrious history—you can 

read about black men in film, going back to 1915, no problem. There’s a guy who 

is not a filmmaker or a film scholar, he is an engineer, who collects a lot of black 

film memorabilia. He had a couple of books that were just catalogues and that’s 

where I found the citation for the first black woman filmmaker, which was 1922. 

I’m like, ‘well, where did you find it?’ And he said ‘I don’t know, one of the 

newspapers.’ Then I had to go through a ton of newspapers.” 

 Filling in pieces of a history of black women’s film, Welbon decided to 

share her findings with a larger public through creating the website Sisters in 

Cinema, which compiled all of the details she could find on the subject: “I found 

all these black female filmmakers, I cataloged them, I wrote articles about them, 

and started working with organizations so that I could create screenings. I became 

a curator, because if we don’t create and write ourselves into history, we don’t 

exist.” This resource, which this volume represents one extension of, inspired 

future filmmakers, such as Dee Rees, director of 2011’s Pariah, a coming-of-age 

story about a young butch’s experiences acknowledging her queer desire. Excited 

to meet Rees at Sundance, Welbon remembers being surprised to be greeted with 
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an equally thrilled reception: “She had been traveling around with Pariah and 

she’s like, ‘Oh, my god, I’ve been dying to meet you!’  She says, ‘you know your 

website? When I went to NYU for my masters, I took the page that had all the 

black women filmmakers on it and printed it out and carried it with me.’  She 

went to school with fifty-something black women filmmakers. That almost made 

me cry. I was like, oh, my god, it worked.” 

 Welbon’s efforts to find and disseminate information about black female 

filmmakers inspired her decision to pursue a PhD in film at Northwestern to 

continue her project. At the same time, Welbon was also busy producing others’ 

films along with her own. At that time, Northwestern’s doctoral program married 

theory, history, and practice and thus, her fellowships also helped fund her 

filmmaking efforts. She ended up producing numerous films over that period, 

including films she directed, such as Remembering Wei Yi-Fang, Remembering 

Myself (1995) about her experiences in Taiwan and Living with Pride: Ruth C. 

Ellis @ 100 (1999), which profiles a black lesbian centenarian. She also acted as 

an associate director on two films by Zeinabu Irene Davis, Mother of the River 

(1995) and Compensation (1999). Other producing credits include Catherine 

Crouch’s feature film Stray Dogs (2002) and Thomas Allen Harris’ feature 

documentary E Minha Cara: That’s My Face (2001). Welbon jokes that she 

stayed in the PhD program as long as she possibly could, working on segments of 

John Pierson’s Split Screen, a magazine show about independent filmmaking 
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which aired on Bravo and IFC, and creating a documentary The Cinematic Jazz of 

Julie Dash (1993), about the work of the famous black female filmmaker, director 

of Daughters of the Dust (1991) and Illusions (1982). While working on her 

Master’s thesis on Daughters of the Dust, Welbon interviewed everyone she could 

who had any connection to the production and distribution of Dash’s work and 

was granted unique access to behind-the-scenes materials: “Here’s the first black 

woman to have a feature film released theatrically nationwide. I wanted to know 

every step of the process. I had information on how the box office works, how it 

works with going to video, what happened with the broadcasts. I interviewed the 

marketing team. Kino International even let me come in and photocopy their files; 

it was crazy, the more I think about it, but they had never done a film like 

Daughters of the Dust.” 

 Given Welbon’s extensive production experience, Cheryl Dunye asked her 

to read a draft of Stranger Inside while visiting Los Angeles one Thanksgiving. 

Welbon brought in another writer, Catherine Crouch, to help shape the script and 

put the philosophy of gwanxi to work, asking Dunye to make a list of everyone 

she had ever contacted about the concept or who might help. Determined to find 

support for the project at Sundance, Welbon found it through Jim McKay, who 

happened to sit next to her at a mutual friend’s party at the festival and heard a 

casual pitch. When McKay’s friend got a job at HBO he pitched it to her. She saw 

the popularity of the show Oz as a sign that a script about women in prison might 
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fly. “All of a sudden, we’re meeting with HBO in L.A. We pitch and present a 

concept book. Next thing you know, we have two million dollars and we’re 

making a movie. We were signed with HBO by April.” Stranger Inside ended up 

going to the Sundance film festival and airing regularly on HBO. 

 Premium cable networks like HBO and Showtime have become excellent 

places to distribute full-length fictional films and documentaries on queer lives. 

Welbon also partially credits the growth of the gay and lesbian film festival 

circuits for changes in the types of queer films getting made. By providing more 

screening venues, festivals encouraged a shift from the production of short films 

to more feature length films, which resulted in material that becomes more easily 

distributable in mainstream film markets: “The gay/lesbian media production 

industry matured. We were making a lot of shorts and now we’re making features 

and then now we have these web series, which is a thing on its own. Now that we 

have all this feature production, that’s going to transform into work that fits the 

mainstream industry.” Out of the feature films made by black women, lesbian 

filmmakers produce nearly one third of those films, according to Welbon: “My 

unscientific, kind of anecdotal belief is that part of [this phenomenon] is due to 

gay and lesbian film festivals. The rise of the film festivals parallels the period of 

new queer cinema [the late 1980s and early 1990s]. The festivals really worked 

hard to make sure that they had lesbian work and then in the early ‘90s, there was 

a multicultural movement. Some films would get extra money when they were 
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looking for grants if they included people of color. The golden age of black 

lesbian media making was pretty much the early ‘90s, 1990 to 1996. We had the 

most women working and the widest range of work being made. What those 

festivals did was they kept bringing us together with their “people of color” 

panels, which included men and women. We are all dear friends to this day 

because we would meet up in San Francisco or in New York and it created a 

community.” Most recently, Welbon came on board as producer of Yoruba 

Richen’s The New Black after connecting with her at The Full Frame 

Documentary Festival in Durham, North Carolina.  

 Though it provides different forms of connection, today the Internet 

expands the reach and networking capabilities of creative communities, offering 

producers and fans alternate means of distributing and accessing niche material, 

thus spreading the work of role models for up-and-coming filmmakers and 

producers. Rees’ access to inspiration through the website Sisters in Cinema 

offers a perfect example. The creation of vibrant online communities around 

minority media not only transgresses the framework of the festival, bracketed 

through time and location, but also, as Welbon stresses, “[allows] for community 

building offline in the real world. People are saying, well, let me just build up a 

base on Facebook. I’m going to create an event and encourage people to be 

organizers in these key cities, and provide them with the social media to help 

them to promote the screenings. There are new tools and new ways to reach the 
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audience. The need, the desire, the hunger for the work will not disappear. People 

want to see themselves in media, period, so your audience is always there.”  

. Information and quotes in this section are drawn from my interview with Catherine 1

Gund on June 9, 2013.

. Information and quotes in this section are drawn from my interview with Alex Juhasz 2

on June 9, 2013.

. The dissertation became the monograph AIDS TV: Identity, Community and Alternative 3

Video (Durham, NC: Duke University Press, 1995).

. Information and quotes in this section are drawn from my interview with Yvonne 4

Welbon on May 27, 2013.
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